Let o(X) denote the cardinality of topology of a space X. I. Juhasz proves that o(X)" = o(X) for regular hereditarily paracompact spaces. We prove it for more general classes of spaces.
If A is a topological space, let o(X) denote the cardinality of its topology. A number of papers [1, 2, 3] have investigated classes for which o(X) = o(X)u. We generalize several of these results by proving Theorem 1. For every infinite hereditarily weakly 8-refinable T2 space X, o(X) = o(xy.
A space A is weakly O-refinable [4] if and only if each open cover ^ of A has a refinement i^-U" e ulTn where each Vn is a discrete family of subsets of the space \\rn.
If r; and p are infinite cardinals and p' < ¡u implies 17M < r¡^ and rf < w implies if < jj*1, then t)*1 is called a jump. By Theorem 0.2 of [2], if r/'t is a jump, p is regular.
Since A is T3, by Theorem 4.3 of [2], if p is an uncountable cardinal of cofinality to and there is a discrete subset S' of A with |5'| = p' for all p' < p, then there is a discrete subset S of A with |5| = p.
Before proving the theorem, we also need Lemma. // (ica\a e y) is a sequence of infinite cardinals, then there is an S c y With naeYKa = (SUpa<ESKjlSl.
Proof of Lemma. Enumerate the Ka so that they form a nondecreasing sequence. Let S c y be of minimal order type so that naeyKa = ria(ESKa. Without loss of generality, suppose S is infinite. Note that if ß < sup S, then S -(ß + 1) has the order type of S, in particular \S -(ß + 1)| = \S\. So if \S\ = X we have that S1 = X ° a for a = 1 or for some limit ordinal a < X+. Split S into X many cofinal disjoint sets {Aß\ß e X}. Note that every Aß is cofinal in S and so fl "g > SUp Kg = SUp Ka = K. Proof of Theorem. Assume not and let A be a counterexample; so o(X) = k < k". Let X = min{p|pw > k). Then cf(X) = w and X < k.
For x G A, let a(x, X) -rnin{o(U)\x G U and U is open} and o = a(X) = sup{a(x, A) |x G A}.
Note that there exists a finite subset Fcl such that a( A -i7) < X. To see this assume the contrary and let (X" | n g co) be a cofinal sequence in X. At stage n pick jc"gA{xJ/cGm} with a(x", A) > X". Since A is regular there is a disjoint open family {C/, |« e «} with x" g [/", hence o(U") > Xn. So o(A) > n"eiJo(c/) = X" > k, a contradiction.
Thus we can assume that o(X) < X and that o(X) = o(X -F) for all finite F c A (recall that our original A was hereditarily weakly ö-refinable).
Let °U be an open cover of A such that each U in W has o((7) < a. Since A is weakly 0-refinable there is a refinement 3^= U" e w^ such that each fn is a closed discrete family and U^ = F". Assume ^ = {K"a |a g /?"} and /?" is infinite for each « g co. Then k = o(X) < n"e"o(Fn). Now we derive a contradiction by showing that U" e ao(Vn) < k.
Fixing « g co, we have o(V") = Uaeßrio(V"a) = op for o" = sup{o(K"<")|«eft} and p" = \ßn\ by the lemma. Since o(V") < a for every a, we have that on < a. Also a^" < X since o(Vn) < o(X) = k and o^"'w = op < k if p" 5= co; otherwise a^" < 0 < X. Note that \~[{op\n g co and op < a} < aw < X. So in order to show that n"eaop < k we may assume that a < a,f" for all n. Then o^» = a*1" < X (since o" < a < o*" < X). Hence if p = sup"eup", n"eü)a""" = a". If a" < X, then n"euo(TQ'< k as desired. So assume that a'1 ^ X. Since a" < X, p is uncountable and, since o*1-< X for all n, cf(p) = co. If r/ = minfala'* > X}, then rj' < tj implies tj'm < ^ and p' < p implies t)m < tjm. So if tj is infinite, t/*1 is a jump and p is regular. This contradicts p being uncountable and of cofinality co.
So it remains to show that tj is infinite if p is. To show this, for each « g co and a g ßn choose xa G V" and let Sn = {xa \ a g ßn}. Since S" is discrete and \S"\ = p", there is a discrete S c A of cardinality p. Thus 2/x<o(S)<o(A) = k. Since p is infinite, 2'i'" = 2» < k while X" > k, so 2^ < X. Since 2" = t^ for finite t; and t)m > X by definition, r/ is infinite. D Our proof gives the stronger Theorem 2. Let X be regular space. If for any finite subset F, X -F is weakly 6-refinable, then o(X) = o( A)w.
Since weak 0-refinabihty is hereditary to F"-sets, o( X) = 0(A)" also holds for 1st countable, T3, weakly f?-refinable spaces or 1st countable, T3 paracompact spaces.
A similar proof also yields a theorem, independently proved by I. Juhasz, that o(X) «■ o(X)u for all hereditarily weakly collectionwise Hausdorff spaces.
